


Completing the Morton range of whisks is the Batter Whisk installed in bakeries 
both in the UK and overseas and renowned for its performance and reliability.  
Ideal for inert batters and premixes, the Morton Batter Whisk features an 
automatic pump which enables fast and easy discharge, saving time in the overall 
production process.

Maintenance is simple because of the direct drive arrangement and inbuilt Morton 
reliability provides years of trouble free service.

For pancakes, crumpets, scones and wafers as well as premixes for swiss rolls,  
sponges and a variety of cake fillings, the Morton Batter Whisk delivers the perfect mix.
Morton Mixers & Blenders Ltd can offer customers use of its test centres for trial or 
development work with total confidentiality. Aternatively, machines can be supplied
for on-site test work with the assistance of Morton’s experienced personnel.

Batter Whisk
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MODEL          CAPACITY          LENGTH      WIDTH      HEIGHT

MODEL 100     110 LITRES     1900 MM     820 MM     1625 MM

MODEL 200     220 LITRES     1960 MM     1000 MM    1800 MM

MODEL 100     110 LITRES     1900 MM     775 MM      1400 MM 

MODEL 200     220 LITRES     1960 MM     950 MM      1550 MM
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Performance, speed and reliability are key features of Morton Mixers, developed 
from over 100 years of experience and incorporating the latest technology for 
maximum efficiency.

The Morton Air Pressure Whisk is specially designed for the production of sponges,  
swiss rolls, meringues and marshmallows.

In fact, any material which requires aeration can benefit from its 1.5 bar capability 
which injects air and bulks the Morton Air Pressure Whisk mixture up as much  
as 10% extra.

It’s fast too. compare its standard five minute mixing cycle with conventional plantary 
type mixers which normally takes 20-25 minutes and when the mixing cycle’s finished 
the internal pressure enables instant discharge, so even more time is saved.

The Morton Air Pressure Whisk is versatile enough to handle all the jobs of a 
conventional batter whisk and its carefully developed mixing elements ensures  
a perfect blend every time.

Featuring the built in reliability synonymous with the name Morton, the Air Pressure 
Whisk is available in three models, the 100, the 200 and the laboratory version.

Air Pressure Whisk




